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ABSTRACT
We report the observation and confirmation of the first group- and cluster-scale strong gravitational
lensing systems found in Dark Energy Survey (DES) data. Through visual inspection of data from the
Science Verification (SV) season, we identified 53 candidate systems. We then obtained spectroscopic
follow-up of 21 candidates using the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) at the Gemini South
telescope and the Inamori-Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS) at the Magellan/Baade
telescope. With this follow-up, we confirmed six candidates as gravitational lenses: Three of the
systems are newly discovered, and the remaining three were previously known. Of the 21 observed
candidates, the remaining 15 were either not detected in spectroscopic observations, were observed
and did not exhibit continuum emission (or spectral features), or were ruled out as lensing systems.
The confirmed sample consists of one group-scale and five galaxy cluster-scale lenses. The lensed
sources range in redshift z ∼ 0.80− 3.2, and in i-band surface brightness iSB ∼ 23− 25 mag/arcsec2
(2′′ aperture). For each of the six systems, we estimate the Einstein radius θE and the enclosed mass
Menc, which have ranges θE ∼ 5.0− 8.6′′ and Menc ∼ 7.5× 1012 − 6.4× 1013 M, respectively.
Subject headings: gravitational lenses: general — gravitational lensing: individual — gravitational
lensing: strong — gravitation lensing: clusters — gravitational lensing:survey —
surveys: DES
1. INTRODUCTION
Strong gravitational lensing of galaxies and quasars
provides opportunities to study cosmology, dark mat-
ter, dark energy, galactic structure and galaxy evolution
(Treu 2010). Strong lensing also provides a sample of
galaxies—the lenses themselves—that are selected based
on total mass, rather than luminosity or surface bright-
ness (e.g., Reblinsky & Bartelmann 1999): the distortion
of images by the lens depends only on the total lens mass
and its spatial distribution2.
The majority of strong lensing systems discovered in
the last decade were found with a variety of techniques,
mostly through dedicated investigations of existing data
or through new dedicated surveys. Data from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000), for exam-
ple, have been used by a number of groups to select
lens candidates. The Optimal Line-of-Sight-Lens Sur-
vey (OLS; Willis et al. 2006) discovered five galaxy-scale
lenses. Investigating a sample of rich galaxy clusters,
Hennawi et al. (2008) found 37 lenses of varying size and
morphology. The Sloan Bright Arc Survey (SBAS; Al-
lam et al. 2007; Kubik 2007; Diehl et al. 2009; Lin et al.
2009; Kubo et al. 2009, 2010; Wiesner et al. 2012) dis-
covered 28 galaxy- and group-scale systems. The Sloan
Lens ACS Survey group (SLACS; Bolton et al. 2008)
identified 137 lensing candidates, using both the spec-
troscopic and imaging catalogs. The CAmbridge Sloan
Survey Of Wide ARcs in the skY (CASSOWARY; Be-
lokurov et al. 2009) searched for wide-separation, galaxy-
scale systems, uncovering 45 systems to date. Other
searches, like the Strong Lensing Legacy Survey (SL2S;
e.g., Cabanac et al. 2007; More et al. 2012), have yielded
127 lens candidates—spanning group to cluster scales—
from ∼ 150 sq. deg. of sky area in the Canada-France-
Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey (CFHTLS). Searches in
the COSMOS field (Faure et al. 2008; Jackson 2008) have
This paper includes data gathered with the 6.5 meter Magellan
Telescopes located at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile.
1 B.N. email: nord@fnal.gov
2This is not the case for strong lensing systems with multiple
lens planes spread out across the distance between the lens and
source, but these cases are relatively rare.
yielded 70 lens candidates.
Surveys in other bands have also proven successful.
The Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey3 (CLASS; e.g., Myers
et al. 2003; Browne et al. 2003; York et al. 2005) con-
firmed nearly 25 radio-loud galaxy-scale lensing systems.
Several of them have multiply-imaged sources, includ-
ing the four-image system CLASS B2045+265 (Fassnacht
et al. 1999), and the two-component wide-separation
(4.56′′) system CLASS B2108+213 (McKean et al. 2005).
There is a history of targeting massive galaxy clus-
ters to use as cosmic lenses for the study of high-redshift
star-forming galaxies in the infrared. (e.g., Smail et al.
1997; Swinbank et al. 2010; Egami et al. 2010). Recently,
wide-field millimeter and submillimeter surveys have en-
abled the discovery of new populations of strong lensing
systems based on a simple flux-density selection (Blain
1996; Negrello et al. 2007) with near-100% completeness
Vieira et al. (2010); Negrello et al. (2010); Bussmann
et al. (2013). These wide-field surveys, coupled with the
recently commissioned Atacama Large Millimeter Array
(ALMA), have opened a new window to star-formation
at high redshifts (e.g., Vieira et al. 2013; ALMA Part-
nership et al. 2015).
These investigations—from optical to millimeter
wavebands—produced on the order of 1000 lensing candi-
dates or confirmed lenses, spanning a range of arc sizes—
from small arcs (θE ∼ 3′′) produced by single-galaxy
lenses to giant arcs typically found in clusters (θE ∼ 10′′).
The Dark Energy Survey (DES4; Diehl et al. 2014;
Flaugher et al. 2015)—a new, deep sky survey cover-
ing 5000 sq. deg. of the southern Galactic Cap in five
optical filters (grizY )—is suitable for a systematic cen-
sus of gravitational lenses. The wide-field survey will
have a depth of i ∼ 24 mag at 10σ detection threshold,
and the 30-sq.-deg. supernova survey is spread over 10
fields — eight shallow and two deep. The primary in-
strument for DES is the newly assembled Dark Energy
Camera (DECam), a wide-field (3 sq. deg. ) CCD mosaic
camera located on the Blanco 4m telescope at the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory in the Chilean An-
3http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/~smyers/class.html
4www.darkenergysurvey.org
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a) DESJ0221-0646
A1 A2
b) DESJ0250-0008
A
B
c) DESJ0329-2820
B
A
d) DESJ0330-5228
A
e) DESJ0446-5126
B2A
B1
f) DESJ2336-5352
A
B
Figure 1. Color co-added DES images of the six systems described in this work: a) DES J0221-0646, b) DES J0250-0008, c) DES J0329-
2820, d) DES J0330-5228, e) DES J0446-5126, f) DES J2336-5352. All images are oriented north up, east left, and are 1′ × 1′ in area. The
lensing features targeted for spectroscopy are indicated by the letters. refer to Fig.’s 2-7 for a more detailed view of the field and the image
candidates
des. The DES footprint is best observed between August
and mid-February. DES observes for ∼ 105 nights per
year, and has completed two of the five years of planned
observations. The survey will produce the widest, deep-
est, and most uniform contiguous map in optical wave-
lengths of the southern sky, much of which has not been
systematically surveyed—and not at such depth—until
now. These features make DES suitable for finding many
strong lensing systems that span large ranges in redshift
and Einstein radii. DES expects to uncover a large and
diverse sample of strong gravitational lenses, which will
provide for a rich science program.
One of the main objectives of the strong lensing sci-
ence program in DES is to derive constraints on dark en-
ergy. One of the two key components will be exploiting
galaxy- and cluster-scale lenses that have multiple back-
ground sources at different redshifts. When there exist
two lensed sources, one source will lie between the lens
and the other, more distant source: these sources pro-
duce distinct Einstein radii. The ratio of the Einstein
radii (and thus, a ratio of angular diameter distances)
is independent of the Hubble constant, and only weakly
dependent on the lens mass distribution. Provided the
lensing mass can be well modeled, the ratio of distance
ratios can help to constrain dark energy models (Gavazzi
et al. 2008; Jullo et al. 2010; Collett et al. 2012; Collett
& Auger 2014).
The second key component is to use strongly lensed
quasars to measure cosmological parameters (e.g., H0)
by utilizing the time delays between multiple images
(Refsdal 1964; Suyu et al. 2013) of time-varying sources.
We predict that the wide-field survey should con-
tain about 120 lensed quasars brighter than i = 21
mag (Oguri & Marshall 2010), of which ∼ 20 would
be high-information content quadruple-image configura-
tions. Through the STRong-lensing Insights into Dark
Energy Survey (STRIDES) program5, DES has discov-
ered and confirmed two lensed quasars so far at z ∼ 1.6
and ∼ 2.4 (Agnello et al. 2015). In addition, 30 sq. deg.
of deep imaging in the supernova fields, which have a
high cadence, provides an opportunity to find lensed su-
pernovae.
In addition to constraining cosmology, we will use a
substantial cluster-scale lens sample to study dark matter
mass profiles. Also, we expect to discover a large sample
of sources at varying redshifts that will be valuable for
studies of galaxy evolution.
In this paper, we report on the search for strong lens
systems from the DES SV data. We performed a visual
inspection of the ∼ 250-sq.-deg. SV area, discovering
a large number of candidates, which we then culled to
53 high-ranking candidates. We selected 24 for spectro-
scopic follow-up and were able to observe 21 of them.
Of the sample we followed up, we focus on six systems
5http://strides.physics.ucsb.edu/
4 Nord et al.
Table 1
Properties of Lensing Systems: Positions and Photometry of Lenses and Source Images
System ID and Object ID RA Dec. (g,r,i,z,Y)
Source Image ID (deg) (deg)
DES J0221-0646 2937883420 35.463205 -6.792405 (23.32± 0.03, 21.79± 0.01, 20.73± 0.00, 20.25± 0.00)
A1 2937882680 35.464063 -6.793464 (24.38± 0.08, 24.07± 0.07, 23.88± 0.07, 23.62± 0.08)
A2 2937882790 35.46241 -6.793449 (23.49± 0.04, 23.18± 0.03, 22.87± 0.03, 22.70± 0.01)
DES J0250-0008 2925464779 42.534995 0.137950 (24.83± 0.18, 23.04± 0.18, 21.74± 0.02, 21.10± 0.01)
A 2925464554 42.537078 0.137222 (24.11± 0.10, 23.72± 0.06, 23.38± 0.07, 22.79± 0.04)
B 2925464667 42.534792 0.138905 (24.26± 0.11, 24.06± 0.08, 23.81± 0.10, 23.37± 0.08)
DES J0329-2820 2940549190 52.369631 -28.327630 (24.25± 0.03, 22.41± 0.01, 21.30± 0.00, 20.84± 0.00, 20.78± 0.06)
A 2940548768 52.367884 -28.327915 (24.39± 0.03, 23.96± 0.02, 23.41± 0.02, 23.13± 0.02, 22.85± 0.41)
B 2940548772 52.368948 -28.325491 (24.37± 0.03, 24.31± 0.03, 23.97± 0.03, 23.51± 0.02)
DES J0330-5228 3081734463 52.737216 -52.470283 (22.04± 0.03, 20.10± 0.01, 19.33± 0.01, 18.91± 0.01, 18.74± 0.02)
A 3081733697 52.735917 -52.471431 (23.85± 0.14, 23.07± 0.09, 22.67± 0.13, 22.19± 0.13, 21.80± 0.31)
DES J0446-5126 2933341648 71.553645 -51.442376 (23.91± 0.05, 21.91± 0.01, 20.64± 0.01, 20.08± 0.01, 19.86± 0.02)
A 2933341522 71.557704 -51.442463 (23.24± 0.02, 22.64± 0.02, 22.33± 0.03, 22.11± 0.04, 22.28± 0.15)
B1 2933341657 71.552168 -51.440677 (24.47± 0.08, 23.80± 0.05, 23.59± 0.10, 23.52± 0.15, 23.70± 0.54)
B2 - 71.550762 -51.442894 (24.15± 0.07, 23.36± 0.05, 23.11± 0.04, 22.78± 0.04, 23.10± 0.23)
DES J2336-5352 2968302040 354.029719 -53.876581 (22.41± 0.01, 20.48± 0.00, 19.57± 0.00, 19.20± 0.00, 19.21± 0.01)
A 2968302027 354.02782 -53.876292 (23.31± 0.02, 22.45± 0.02, 21.80± 0.02, 21.38± 0.02, 21.33± 0.05)
B 2968301854 354.032676 -53.878106 (24.18± 0.05, 23.33± 0.04, 22.47± 0.03, 22.14± 0.04, 22.20± 0.12)
Notes. Positions and photometry of objects for each confirmed strong lensing system. Source Image ID refers to the arc or lensed
source image discussed in the text, in Fig.’s 1 and Fig.’s 2-7. The Object ID is the unique identification number in the DESDM database
of coadd objects. All positions (R.A., Dec. in J2000) and magnitudes are drawn from the DESDM database, except in the case of source
image B2 of DES J0446-5126: for this object, we measured aperture magnitudes via the Graphical Astronomy and Image Analysis
software tool (GAIA 2015). Y -band photometry is provided where available: supernova fields were only observed in Y -band for those
fields that overlap with the wide-field survey, and arc B of DES J0329-2820 was too faint for detection in either DESDM and GAIA.
that have compelling evidence (color, morphology and
spectroscopy) of strong gravitational lensing: three of
these are newly identified and three are already known
from other surveys. We have spectroscopically confirmed
these six systems (Fig. 1) as strong gravitational lensing
systems.
Several of the candidate systems were selected for
the possibility of housing sources at multiple redshifts,
key for our dark energy studies. While we do not en-
deavor in this work to perform detailed mass model-
ing of cluster-scale lenses with DES data, future higher-
resolution imaging follow-up may allow for detailed mod-
eling of cluster mass distributions.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe
the DES SV season data. In §3, we present the lens
search followed by the spectroscopic follow-up in §4. We
present the six confirmed systems and their properties
in §5, discuss results in §6, and conclude in §7. All
magnitudes are in the AB system. We assume a flat,
Planck ΛCDM cosmology: ΩM = 0.308, ΩΛ = 0.692, and
H0 = 67.8 km s
−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2015).
2. DES SCIENCE VERIFICATION (SV) DATA
The SV observing season took place from November 1,
2012 to February 23, 2013, immediately after the com-
missioning of the Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher et al.
2015). The survey started in August 2013 and has com-
pleted two seasons beyond SV. The survey and opera-
tions for SV and Year 1 are described in Diehl et al.
(2014).
In total, SV observations cover ∼ 250 sq. deg. in
five optical filter bands (grizY ), nearly reaching the ex-
pected full five-year depth of DES: below, we report me-
dian depth estimates of these data at 10σ galaxy limiting
magnitude. The wide-field survey consists of the SPT-
E and SPT-W fields that are located, respectively, in
the east and west regions of the South Pole Telescope
(SPT) survey footprint (Carlstrom et al. 2011): the g-
band depth extends to ∼ 24.5 mag. The 30-sq.-deg. su-
pernova survey takes place in eight shallow fields, and
two deep fields, extending to g-band depths, 25.0 mag
and 25.4 mag, respectively.
The DES data management (DESDM) team was re-
sponsible for the reduction of the SV images. The basic
reductions and coadd source detection were performed by
DESDM (Desai et al. 2012; Gruendl et al. 2015, in prep.):
the software for reduction of SV exposures is similar to
that used in the Y1A1 release6. The detrended, single-
epoch images were calibrated, background-subtracted,
and combined into coadd tiles. Each coadd tile has di-
mensions 0.72 deg. × 0.72 deg. , so defined as to cover
the entire DES footprint. A catalog of objects was ex-
tracted from the coadded images using Source Extractor
(SExtractor; Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Bertin 2011). Un-
less otherwise stated, photometric and position data of
all objects in this work originate in this object catalog
(see Table 1).
3. LENS SEARCH
The lens search, carried out by visually inspecting im-
ages, relied on morphology and color to identify lens can-
didates. We searched for arc- and ring-like features, and
multiply imaged sources, in association with red lensing
galaxies or galaxy groups. Among the more typical of
search criteria is the existence of blue source images in
6http://data.darkenergysurvey.org/aux/releasenotes/
DESDMrelease.html
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Table 2
Spectroscopic Observation Log
DES System ID UT Date Telescope- Grating Total Integration Seeing
Instrument (hours) (′′)
DES J0221-0646 2014 Oct 10,19 Gemini-GMOS B600/R150 1/3.7 0.92/0.86
DES J0250-0008 2014 Oct 24 Gemini-GMOS B600/R150 1/1 0.67/0.66
DES J0329-2820 2014 Oct 23 Magellan-IMACS 200 `/nm 1 1.0
DES J0330-5228 2014 Oct 22 Gemini-GMOS R150 1 0.71
DES J0446-5126 2014 Oct 19,23 Gemini-GMOS B600/R150 1/1.63 0.64/0.67
DES J2336-5352 2014 Oct 21 Gemini-GMOS R150 1 0.73
Notes. Observation log for follow-up spectroscopic observations. DES ID is derived from the RA and Dec. position of the lensing object
at the center of the system. For the Gemini observations, seeing is taken from the Gemini Observation Logs, which keep environmental
conditions in two-hour increments: the seeing for each exposure set is interpolated for the time of observation between adjacent recordings
of the environmental log. For the Magellan observation, seeing is measured from the full-width at half-max of the acquisition star PSFs in
the science exposures.
association with red galaxies, but some systems with red
source images were also identified.
Although modern algorithms for automated arc- and
ring-finders have improved in recent years, they still
typically require manual intervention and/or subsequent
visual inspection and verification (Lenzen et al. 2004;
Horesh et al. 2005; Seidel & Bartelmann 2007; More et al.
2012; Joseph et al. 2014). We performed a visual search
without automated finders, because the SV sky area is
relatively small and visual inspection is likely to recover
the highest-ranking candidates that would be found with
an automated finder. Given these search criteria, as well
as the pixel scale of DECam and the seeing of DES data,
there is a bias towards larger Einstein radii, and thus
higher mass (depending on the source redshift(s)), which
are easier to identify through visual inspection.
We performed two types of visual scans. We performed
a non-targeted search of all ∼ 250 sq. deg. —not focus-
ing on any specific target regions or objects—as well as
a targeted scan of previously identified galaxy clusters.
The visual scan is performed on false-color PNG images,
which are made by combining g, r, i coadd tiles (defined
in §2) into color images.
The non-targeted search was carried out by about 20
inspectors, who systematically examined all the tiles.
The open-area search yielded a sample of ∼ 1000 ob-
jects. Among the results of this search is the Cosmic
Horseshoe (Belokurov et al. 2007), which was then re-
moved from our sample of follow-up candidates.
We also carried out two targeted searches. The first
one was carried out around the 67 known clusters from
the SPT SZ survey (Bleem et al. 2015). Many of
these clusters already have optical imaging follow-up and
known lensing features. We identified nine candidates
from this search. The second targeted search examined
374 galaxy clusters of richness > 50, which themselves
were found using the red-sequence Matched-Filter Prob-
abilistic Percolation cluster-finder algorithm (redMAP-
Per; Rykoff et al. 2014). This search yielded 39 candi-
dates. The targeted search recovered known, confirmed
lensing systems, such as BCS J2352-5452 (Buckley-Geer
et al. 2011), RXC J2248.7-4431 (Bo¨hringer et al. 2004)
and ACT-CL J0102-4915 (El Gordo; Menanteau et al.
2012), which we then removed from the sample of candi-
dates for spectroscopic follow-up.
The combined non-targeted and targeted search sam-
ples were merged, and assessed by a team of experienced
inspectors. Most of these objects were not convincing as
strong lens system candidates or were not bright enough
to expect successful spectroscopic follow-up. Each of the
systems was assigned a rank, 1 to 3—with 1 signifying
least likely to be a lens system, and 3 the most likely—on
the basis of morphology, color, and brightness of sources.
This ranking resulted in 53 promising (‘rank 3’) candi-
dates.
To characterize the selection function of our sample,
we compare to a sample of 87 high-quality candidates
and confirmed lensing systems found in CFHTLS data.
It includes a sample of 33 confirmed lenses from the
RingFinder (Gavazzi et al. 2014), the 26 most promis-
ing candidates from ArcFinder as implemented in SL2S
ARCS (SARCS; More et al. 2012), and 28 candidates
from SpaceWarps (More et al. 2016), giving a total of
87 objects; the Einstein radii have a range, 1′′ < θE <
18′′. In the ArcFinder search, 12 candidates have giant
arcs, which canonically have length-to-width ratio ≥ 8.
CFHTLS has an effective search area of ∼ 150 sq. deg. ,
and depths of g ∼ 25.5 mag and ∼ 26.5 mag in wide and
deep fields, respectively.
We estimate the lens-finding selection function of DES
by counting the sources from the high-quality CFHTLS
sample that survive a cut on the DES magnitude limit,
which is taken to be 24.5 mag in g-band for both the
SV and full wide-field data. The source magnitudes of
the samples listed above were provided by the author
(Anupreeta More, personal communication, November
11, 2015), and the calculation of the source magnitudes
is discussed in Section 5.3 More et al. (2016). After per-
forming the magnitude cut, we linearly scaled the re-
sulting counts by the ratio of the survey areas. From
this comparison, we estimate that the full DES Wide-
field survey will contain 2100 promising candidates. Scal-
ing the area again for the DES SV area, we expect 105
promising candidates, which is nearly twice the amount
found in the search discussed in this work.
A few factors likely contributed to the difference be-
tween the number of lens system candidates expected
and discovered in DES SV data. The non-targeted search
was performed by scanning large images, rather than cut-
outs around particular objects, as was done with the tar-
geted search around clusters. In addition, some regions
were only scanned once during the non-targeted search.
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Rigorous characterization of a strong lens candidate se-
lection function requires the construction of a framework
to measure each scanner’s efficiency, completeness, and
purity. Such a program was not implemented for the SV
searches.
4. SPECTROSCOPIC FOLLOW-UP
We obtained spectroscopic follow-up observations with
the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook
et al. 2004) on the Gemini South Telescope, as part of
the Gemini Large and Long Program GS-2014B-LP-57,
and with the IMACS multi-object spectrograph (Dressler
et al. 2011) on the Magellan/Baade Telescope.
Of the 53 high-ranking candidates found during the
lens search, we selected the 24 candidates most suitable
for spectroscopic follow-up. For the purposes of planning
the follow-up, the 24 candidates were ranked (1-3) by
their surface brightness, which is calculated using a 2′′-
diameter aperture in the i-band:
• R1: iSB < 23 mag/arcsec2 (six candidates)
• R2: 23 < iSB < 24 mag/arcsec2 (14 candidates)
• R3: iSB > 24 mag/arcsec2 (four candidates)
These rankings are not related to the quality rankings
of candidates in §3. Details of the observing parameters
and conditions for each of our confirmed lensing systems
are shown in Table 2. We acquired spectroscopic follow-
up for 21 of the 24 candidate systems: 17 systems were
observed at Gemini and five at Magellan. One of the
systems, DES J0329-2820, was observed at both Gemini
and Magellan: only B600 data were acquired at Gemini,
which presented no spectral features, so we observed at
longer wavelengths at Magellan.
We searched the Master Lens Database8 and the Gem-
ini Science Archive9 to ascertain if any of our candidates
had been previously discovered or confirmed. The Master
Lens Database (updated in April, 2014) contains candi-
date SA39 (More et al. 2012), discovered by the SL2S in
CFHTLS data; we have obtained the first spectroscopic
confirmation that SA39 is a strong lensing system. This
is DES J0221-0646 in our sample, and we present its con-
firmation in §5.1.
4.1. Gemini/GMOS
We observed some of the lensing candidates at Gemini
South using the multi-object mode on GMOS. The mask
for each field was centered on the candidate lens of each
system, and slits were placed on the candidate source
images. In some cases, it was necessary to shift the field
center to locate a suitable guide star. Accommodating
as many source targets as possible sometimes required
rotation of the slit mask (i.e., rotation of the position
angle of each system). We placed slits on as many of the
lensing features as possible, and the remaining ∼ 50 slits
were placed on galaxy targets for photometric-redshift
calibration of DES data. The slits were 1′′ in width and
7http://www.gemini.edu/?q=node/12238#Buckley
8masterlens.astro.utah.edu
9http://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/gsa/
index.html
of varying length in order to accommodate both the ob-
ject and an amount of sky sufficient to perform reliable
background subtraction. In some cases, we tilted the slits
to maximize the captured flux. We defined three sets of
exposure times/grating combinations, which depend on
the surface brightness classes defined above:
• R1: 1-hour integration with R150/GG455 grat-
ing/filter.
• R2: 1-hour integration with B600 grating and 3.7-
hour integration with R150/GG455 grating/filter.
• R3: 1-hour integration with B600 grating.
We use the R150 grating in conjunction with the
GG455 filter in order to obtain spectra with wavelength
coverage ∼ 4500 − 10000A˚. For the sources that we ex-
pect to be late-type emission line galaxies, this would
allow us, in most cases, to detect [OII]3727 to z ∼ 1.7,
Hβ to z ∼ 1.0 and Lyα in the range z ∼ 2.7 − 7.2.
We use the B600 grating to obtain spectral coverage of
3250 − 6250A˚, which would allow us to detect sources
with z > 2.0 that emit Lyα.
A 1-hour observing sequence consisted of a pair of 900-
second exposures, followed by a flat field taken with a
Quartz-Halogen lamp and a calibration spectrum taken
with a CuAr arc lamp. We then dithered to a different
central wavelength to cover the gap between the CCDs
and took a CuAr spectrum, followed by the flat-field ex-
posure and then two more 900-second exposures. The
3.7-hour integration used the same sequence repeated 16
times, but with 840-second exposure times. Dividing the
integration time into multiple exposures facilitates the
removal of cosmic rays. The data were binned 2×2, giv-
ing effective dispersions of 0.1 and 0.386 nm/pixel for the
B600 and R150 gratings, respectively. The low-surface
brightness systems (i.e., rank R3) underwent only one
hour of integration with the B600 grating. The goal
of this work is to confirm and further analyze a set of
strong lensing systems: to conserve telescope time and
maximize the number of lensing system confirmations,
we elected to not pursue longer integrations for a given
candidate system, even if a clear spectroscopic signal did
not appear. In addition, the photo-z calibration targets
require observations with consistent depth, and thus in-
tegration time, across the observation fields.
We used the Gemini IRAF package v2.1610 to reduce
all exposures. In each system, for each wavelength dither,
we first process the flat field using the gsflat task (this
includes subtraction of the bias). Each science exposure
in a single dither is then reduced with gsreduce (using
the previously processed flat fields), and then the two ex-
posures are combined with gemcombine. Wavelength cal-
ibration and transformation are performed on each dither
(using the gswavelength and gstransform tasks) be-
fore the pairs of dithers are coadded on a common wave-
length scale to eliminate CCD chip gaps. We perform sky
subtraction and 1D spectral extraction using gsextract,
which employs the apall task. Feature identification and
redshift estimation are performed using the emsao task
within the rvsao IRAF package (Kurtz & Mink 1998).
10http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/data-and-results/
processing-software
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We modified some of the Gemini IRAF tasks to provide
more flexibility in the data reduction. In particular, we
modified gswavelength and gsextract to allow one to
perform 1D and 2D fits on the calibration data and sky
subtraction on the science data, respectively, for individ-
ual extensions.
Of the 21 observed candidate systems, 17 were ob-
served at Gemini: 12 systems were observed in Priority
Visiting observer mode from October 19-24, 2014; and
five systems were observed in queue mode. For nine sys-
tems, we obtained all the planned exposures, and for
eight systems, we obtained a subset of the planned ex-
posures. The only planned 1-hour integrations acquired
with the R150 grating (rank R1) were executed during
the Priority Visiting Observer mode. The eight sys-
tems for which we did not obtain all planned exposures
are missing the planned 3.7-hour R150 observations: in
queue mode, these observations had lower Gemini ob-
serving priority. All planned 1-hour B600 observations
were completed.
4.2. Magellan/IMACS
We also obtained spectra at Magellan with IMACS.
The mask was again centered on the candidate lensing
galaxy of each system. As with GMOS, we used 1′′-width
slits of varying length. We used the f/2 camera, and
the 200-`/mm grism, because it has the best response in
the redder wavelengths, and we used the WB5650-9200
filter to set the wavelength range to 5650-9200A˚. We took
three 1200-second exposures for each mask to facilitate
cosmic ray removal. Two of the systems observed also
had a 1-hour integration using the B600 grating using
Gemini’s GMOS. A ranking system was not used to select
which systems to prioritize for observation.
To process the data we used the COSMOS data re-
duction package11. This package performs wavelength
calibration, followed by subtraction of bias, and division
by flats, using the programs, Sflats and biasflat. The
sky is then subtracted using the program, subsky. Fi-
nally extraction of individual one- or two-dimensional
spectral exposures is performed using extract, or
extract-2dspec. Multiple sets of extracted spectra are
then combined using sumspec. Feature identification
and redshift estimation are performed using the EMSAO
IRAF task.
Of the 21 observed candidate systems, five were ob-
served on December 20-21, 2014 as part of a larger pro-
gram to obtain spectroscopic redshifts of 1) supernova
hosts and 2) galaxies for photometric redshift calibration
of DES data. Note that one system, DES J0329-2820,
was observed at both Magellan and Gemini.
5. CONFIRMED LENS SAMPLE
Of the 24 systems for which we sought follow-up, there
was sufficient time to observe 21 systems. Of those, we
confirmed a total of six strong lensing systems. There are
15 systems that were observed, but were not confirmed as
lenses: nine have no discernible continuum emission (nor
spectral features); four have continuum emission but no
discernible features; and two were ruled out as lenses.
A number of the systems that we failed to confirm
exhibit clear morphological and photometric lensing fea-
11http://code.obs.carnegiescience.edu/cosmos
tures. However, they would require significantly longer
integration times or are located in the redshift desert—
outside the range of the optical observations in our ob-
serving program. This highlights the challenge of ob-
taining spectra for the very faint objects found in deep
optical surveys: a great deal of integration time, in tan-
dem with IR spectrographs, may be required to confirm
the large lens samples predicted in current and future
large surveys. The candidates that were ruled out as
lensing systems indeed exhibit suggestive morphological
features, but the candidate lensed sources were deter-
mined to be foreground galaxies.
A multi-panel plot of the six confirmed systems is
shown in Fig. 1, and Table 1 lists the positions and pho-
tometry of the candidate lens and source(s) of each lens-
ing system observed. The sample is comprised of one
group-scale lens and five cluster-scale lenses. The group-
scale lens DES J0221-0646 is known from the SARCS
sample by SL2S (More et al. 2012), but had not been
spectroscopically confirmed by that group. It was found
during the non-targeted search and later found to be of
low richness (<5) in the redMAPPer catalog. The re-
maining four (DES J0250-0008, DES J0329-2820, DES
J0446-5126 and DES J2336-5352) were also identified
in the redMAPPer cluster-finder sample. DES J0330-
5228 (SPT-CL J0330-5228/ACT-CL J0330-5227; Bleem
et al. 2015) and DES J2336-5352 (SCSO J233607-535235;
Menanteau et al. 2010a) are already known candidate
lensing systems from SPT/ACT and SCS surveys, re-
spectively, but there were previously no spectroscopic
observations of their lensing features. DES J0221-0646
and DES J0250-0008 were found in the slightly deeper
DES supernova fields during the non-targeted searches.
In this section, we comment on each system, its spec-
tral features of interest and the derived redshifts. The
reduced 1D spectra, alongside cut-outs of the fields cen-
tered on the central lensing object showing the slit posi-
tions, targets and Einstein radii, are shown for each sys-
tem in Fig.’s 2-7. The limitations of the ground-based
images and the complexity of many of the systems pre-
clude detailed mass modeling. Therefore, for each sys-
tem, we provide estimates of the Einstein radius (or radii
if there is more than one source) by manually fitting a
circle that passes through one or more spectroscopically
confirmed features. The center is chosen to be the cen-
ter of curvature of the candidate arc image(s). We then
estimate the enclosed mass Menc of the lensing system,
assuming a singular isothermal sphere (SIS) mass profile
(Narayan & Bartelmann 1996):
Menc =
c2
4G
θ2E
(
DLDS
DLS
)
, (1)
where c is the speed of light, G is Newton’s gravitational
constant, and θE is the Einstein radius. DL, DS, and
DLS, are angular diameter distances to the lens, to the
source, and between the lens and source, respectively;
they depend only on the redshifts to these objects and
on the cosmological parameters. The spectral features,
photometric redshifts of lenses, spectroscopic redshifts of
sources, Einstein radii and enclosed masses are summa-
rized in Table 3.
All of the confirmed systems are associated with
redMAPPer groups or clusters. The cluster masses were
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measured with the procedure of Saro et al. (2015), which
uses redMAPPer and SPT clusters to calibrate richness
and mass. The spherical overdensity mass M∆ is that
enclosed within a radial boundary demarcated by a den-
sity contrast ∆ with respect to the critical density. We
summarize the redshifts, richnesses and masses of these
clusters in Table 4.
We estimate frequentist uncertainties for the enclosed
mass, which include uncertainties propagated from red-
shifts (via the angular diameter distances) and Einstein
radii. The photometric redshift uncertainties have been
multiplied by a factor of 1.5, according to the prescription
of Sa´nchez et al. (2014) for photometric redshift measure-
ments in DES. The redshift uncertainties are the result of
a sum in quadrature of the wavelength calibration uncer-
tainty and the redshift determination uncertainty from
the IRAF function, EMSAO. The dominant contributor
to uncertainties varies from system to system: for some,
the photometric redshift uncertainties dominate and for
others, it is the Einstein radius. As a test, we reduce
the uncertainties on the Einstein radii artificially to 0.3′′:
most of the mass estimates still have > 50% uncertain-
ties.
5.1. DES J0221-0646
DES J0221-0646 was originally discovered in CFHTLS
(Object SA39; More et al. 2012) and encountered dur-
ing our non-targeted search. It was also serendipitously
found to be a group-scale lens in the redMAPPer catalog,
with richness, 4.64±1.15 and redshift, 0.603±0.025. The
central red galaxy of the lens has a DESDM photometric
redshift of zl = 0.672 ± 0.042. There are two prominent
blue arcs, A1 and A2, shown in Fig. 1a, to the southeast
and northeast of the lensing galaxy, respectively. These
arcs are also shown in the top and middle panels on the
right of Fig. 2. In the follow-up GMOS spectroscopy of
both arcs, we identify strong emission lines (Fig. 2, left
panel) at the same observed wavelength (4535A˚) in both
B600 spectra. Taking into account the absence of other
spectral features in the R150 spectra, along with the pho-
tometric redshift of the lens galaxy, we assign the features
to be Lyα, which gives redshifts of zspec = 2.7251±0.0008
and 2.7241± 0.0008 for arcs A1 and A2, respectively.
We estimate an Einstein radius of θE = 5.0 ± 1.4′′,
which passes through both arcs, giving an enclosed mass
of Menc = 7.5± 4.7× 1012 M.
In the DES imaging, there appear two arcs that may be
counter-images. An arc north of arc A2, and extremely
close to the lensing galaxy, may be a counter-image to
arc A1. These objects appear more clearly in Fig. 3,
panel ‘39’ of More et al. (2012). If we assume that arc
A1 has a counterpart to the northeast, we can perform a
manual measurement of the image-splitting distance: for
lensing systems where the source lies nearly along the
line of sight through the lens, the distance between an
image and its counter is related to the Einstein radius:
∆θ ∼ 2θE. For this system, ∆θ = 7.7± 1.7′′, which gives
θE ∼ 3.8 ± 0.9′′, in agreement with the direct manual
measurement of the Einstein radius.
There is yet another possible counter-image slightly
north and east of arc A1. These counter-images were not
targeted: for a single multi-slit mask, it was not possible
to obtain spectra for these objects simultaneously with
that of the brighter arcs we had chosen (see top right
panel of Fig. 2 for the configuration of the mask slits).
5.2. DES J0250-0008
DES J0250-0008 is a newly discovered system identi-
fied in the redMAPPer cluster sample during the targeted
search. The central red lensing galaxy has a photomet-
ric redshift of zl = 0.841± 0.042, with two blue features
labeled A and B in Fig. 1b and in Fig. 3 (top and middle
right panels); the arcs are located east and north of the
central cluster galaxy, respectively. We identify a strong
emission line for A (Fig. 3, left panel) in the GMOS R150
spectrum at an observed wavelength of 8229A˚. We asso-
ciate this feature with [OII]3727, which yields a redshift
of zspec = 1.2081 ± 0.0004. We do not detect any con-
tinuum, nor any emission or absorption lines, from arc
B.
While we do not detect features in the arc B spectrum,
its morphology suggests that it is likely to be a lensed
source image. Assuming it is a feature of this system,
we located the lensing mass center such that it aligns
with the tangential arc B. As the circle of the Einstein
radius passes through both images A and B, we use the
spectroscopic redshift of arc A, and we estimate a single
Einstein radius of θE = 6.6± 1.1′′ for this system, which
gives an enclosed mass of Menc = 3.7 ± 3.0 × 1013 M.
The source of image A may lie outside the caustic, and
thus may not be strongly lensed, only weakly magnified.
In such a case, this would provide a poor estimate of the
enclosed mass.
5.3. DES J0329-2820
DES J0329-2820 is also a newly discovered system
identified in the redMAPPer galaxy cluster sample dur-
ing the targeted search. The central red galaxy has a
photometric redshift zl = 0.655 ± 0.033. There are two
small blue arcs, A and B, to the west and north of the
central red galaxy in the image, shown in Fig. 1c and
in Fig. 4, top and middle right panels. In the follow-
up IMACS spectroscopy of the arcs, we identify emission
lines at two different observed wavelengths of 6694A˚ and
8563A˚. The GMOS B600 data for this system provide no
observed features at shorter wavelengths: therefore, we
identify the emission line as [OII]3727, from which we ob-
tain redshifts, zspec = 0.7963±0.0001 and 1.2976±0.0003
for images, A and B, respectively (Fig. 4, left panel).
Arc B may be outside the caustic, and thus only weakly
magnified and perhaps not multiply imaged. We there-
fore elect to use only A (the circle for which also goes
through B). We then estimate a single Einstein radius of
θE = 7.2 ± 1.4′′ for A, which gives an enclosed mass of
Menc = 1.6± 0.9× 1013 M.
5.4. DES J0330-5228
DES J0330-5228 was discovered with XMM-Newton—
via detection of a second X-ray peak (Werner et al.
2007)—as a cluster behind Abell 3128. It has also
been measured in both the SPT (SPT-CL J0330-5228;
Ruel et al. 2014) and Atacama Cosmology Telescope
(ACT) SZ surveys (ACT-CL J0330-5227; Menanteau
et al. 2010b). The central red galaxy has a photometric
redshift of zl = 0.463 ± 0.046. There is a very promi-
nent blue arc (A) in Fig. 1d to the southwest of the
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central lensing galaxy. In the follow-up GMOS R150
spectroscopy of the blue arc, we identify a strong emis-
sion line at an observed wavelength of 9146A˚, which we
take to be [OII]3727, from which we obtain a redshift of
zspec = 1.4541± 0.0004 (Fig. 5).
We placed the center to the northeast to coincide with
the arc’s curvature. We estimate an Einstein radius of
θE = 6.1 ± 1.5′′ for this system. Instead of the DES
photometric redshift, we used the spectroscopic redshift
from Werner et al. (2007), zspec = 0.43961± 0.00014, to
estimate an enclosed mass of Menc = 9.0±3.7×1012 M.
Werner et al. (2007) also estimates an Einstein radius of
∼ 6.2′′ and an upper limit on the mass of ∼ 5× 1012M:
the authors noted that they only had a redshift measure-
ment for the lens, and assumed a combined angular diam-
eter distance of DLDS/DLS = 1 Gpc (see Eqn. 1), which
corresponds to an overestimate of the source spectro-
scopic redshift, and thus an underestimate of the mass.
5.5. DES J0446-5126
DES J0446-5126 is also a newly discovered system,
identified in the redMAPPer cluster-finder sample. Two
small blue arcs, B1 and B2, lie to the northwest and
southwest, respectively, of the central red galaxy; this
is shown in Fig. 1e and in the top and middle right
panels of Fig. 6. The candidate lensing galaxy has a
photometric redshift of zl = 0.746 ± 0.047, in agree-
ment with the redMAPPer cluster photometric redshift,
zRM = 0.734± 0.020.
The GMOS B600 spectroscopy reveals prominent emis-
sion lines (Fig. 6, left panel) in both arcs at the same ob-
served wavelength of 5117A˚. Given the line strength in
the B600 spectra, we expect to see other strong lines,
such as Hβ in the R150 spectrum. Therefore, with-
out additional features, we conclude that this is Lyα
emission, from which we obtain spectroscopic redshifts
of zspec = 3.2068 ± 0.0010 and 3.2086 ± 0.0011 for B1
and B2, respectively. The object labeled A in Fig. 1e
also has emission lines (not shown), which we interpret
as [OII]3727 and [OIII]5007. This gives a redshift of
zspec = 0.1680 ± 0.0009, making object A a foreground
object.
We estimate an Einstein radius of θE = 7.0 ± 1.5′′ for
this system, which gives an enclosed mass of Menc =
1.6± 0.9× 1013 M.
5.6. DES J2336-5352
DES J2336-5352 is a galaxy cluster originally found
in the Southern Cosmology Survey (SCS; Menanteau
et al. 2009) and the ACT SZ Survey (ACT; Kosowsky
2006; Fowler et al. 2007), and it has a cluster photomet-
ric redshift of zc = 0.54 (Menanteau et al. 2010a). It
is also found in the redMAPPer cluster-finder sample,
which gives a photometric redshift zRM = 0.522± 0.011,
in agreement with the DES photometric redshift, zl =
0.530± 0.075.
There are two small red arcs, A and B, to the west and
southeast of the central red galaxy, respectively. These
are shown in Fig. 1f and in the top and middle right pan-
els of Fig. 7. The GMOS R150 spectra of these two arcs
show prominent emission lines at two different observed
wavelengths—8023A˚ for A and 7070A˚ for B—which we
identify as [OII]3727. These yield source redshifts of
zspec = 1.1528±0.0006 and 0.8972±0.0004 for A and B,
respectively (Fig. 7, left panel).
We estimate an Einstein radius of θE = 5.0 ± 1.5′′ for
A and θE = 8.6± 1.9′′ for B, which give enclosed masses
of Menc = 8.6 ± 7.7 × 1012 M and Menc = 3.5 ± 3f3 ×
1013 M, respectively.
We note that normally one would expect the lower red-
shift source to have a smaller θE than the higher redshift
one, but that does not seem to be the case here. Arc B
may be outside the caustic, and thus only weakly mag-
nified and not multiply imaged; it is also not clearly tan-
gentially aligned with the candidate lens, which makes it
less likely to be a lensed source.
There also exists a faint image to the west of arc B,
almost directly south of the central red lensing galaxy,
that may be another source or counter-image. To provide
sufficient sky coverage in the slit for arc B, this image
could not also be observed in a single mask.
6. DISCUSSION
Many of our unconfirmed systems exhibit clear lensing
features but have no detectable continuum or spectral
features, with integration times of about 1 hour on an
8m-class telescope12. The need for long integration time
highlights the challenge of obtaining spectra for faint ob-
jects found by deep optical surveys, like DES: the chal-
lenge will only be greater for the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope13 (LSST; LSST Science Collaboration et al.
2009). One faces the prospect of long integration times,
which limits the number of systems that can be followed
up with a typical program. For systems that exhibit a
clear lensing morphology and that have detectable con-
tinuum emission but no visible features, IR data may be
necessary to confirm them.
A number of large telescopes housing UV to infrared
spectroscopic instruments are planned for the coming
10-20 years, which will help to alleviate this pressure.
The Thirty Meter Telescope14 will require a mere hour
of integration on i ∼ 25 for low-noise spectroscopic
measurements—similarly for the Giant Magellan Tele-
scope15. However, with their expected high subscription
rate, it remains to be seen if there will be enough time to
follow up the systems predicted for projects like LSST.
While Gemini’s GMOS instrument covers optical wave-
lengths multi-slit or long-slit mode, the Very Large
Telescope’s X-shooter16 provides long-slit capability for
strong lens follow-up simultaneously in optical and NIR
wavelengths. X-shooter is the first 2nd-generation instru-
ment on the 8m VLT: it has an echelle spectrograph that
1) covers a spectral range 300− 2500nm at intermediate
resolution (R∼ 4, 00017, 000) and 2) operates in long-
slit or IFU mode(Vernet et al. 2011). In addition new
instruments are being proposed for the Gemini Obser-
vatories via the Gemini Instrument Feasibility study17.
For example, the Gemini Multi-Obect eXtra-wide-band
12For a number of the targets, we did not obtain the 3.7-hour
GMOS R150 observations, which might have helped to confirm
more systems.
13http://www.lsst.org/lsst/
14http://ast.noao.edu/system/us-tmt-liaison/survey-faq
15http://www.gmto.org/
16https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/
instruments/xshooter.html
17https://www.gemini.edu/node/12362
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Spectrograph (GMOX; Robberto et al. 2015) has a three-
arm spectrograph covering the entire optical and near-IR
spectrum that is available from the ground. Another ex-
ample, OCTOCAM, is a multi-channel imager and long-
slit spectrograph, also covering the optical and near-IR
wavelengths (de Ugarte Postigo 2015). Both GMOX and
OCTOCAM add integral field capability, which are ideal
for extended lenses. If integration times are sufficiently
low for these new instruments, the Gemini observatories
may provide a competitive resource for follow-up of lens-
ing systems in future surveys.
7. SUMMARY
In this paper, we presented the first confirmed group-
and cluster-scale strong lensing systems found in DES
data. These systems were discovered through visual iden-
tification using both targeted and non-targeted searches.
We confirmed these systems with a combination of spec-
troscopy from GMOS on the Gemini South telescope and
IMACS on the Magellan/Baade telescope.
Two of these systems are of particular interest, be-
cause they have source galaxies at redshifts z = 2.7251
and z = 3.22086. Due to the magnification provided
by lensing, these sources are typically among the bright-
est galaxies in their redshift ranges and can provide an
important window into the star formation history and
galaxy formation at these cosmic epochs.
The candidate lensing systems discovered in DES SV
data span a range of arc sizes, much like the currently
known sample of candidates from searches during the last
decade. Due to the seeing limitations of DES (median
expected seeing ∼ 0.9′′, systems with smaller arc separa-
tions were more difficult to identify, especially during the
non-targeted search. Thus, our visual inspection meth-
ods likely yielded higher completeness in the targeted
search of redMAPPer and SPT clusters.
As we examine more of the DES wide-field area, we
expect to find many more systems. Through comparison
with the CFHTLS data, we expect there to be ∼ 1700
lenses in the full survey, which is similar to the num-
ber found in the preceding decade of survey searches in
optical and IR wavelengths listed in §1. Independently,
Collett (2015) predicts 800 galaxy-scale lenses.
The Year 1 DES data cover an area of ∼ 1800 sq.
deg. , and we have already conducted targeted searches,
identifying a number of promising systems for follow-
up. We have also expanded the search techniques to
use arc-finding (e.g., More et al. 2012) and ring-finding
algorithms (e.g., Gavazzi et al. 2014), as well as catalog-
based photometry searches similar to those employed in
the SBAS (e.g., Diehl et al. 2009). We continue the dedi-
cated program, STRIDES (Treu et al. 2015), to search for
lensed quasars. With these tools, our searches through
Year 1 data will be more effective than in SV for find-
ing galaxy-scale lenses. The high yields of DES and fu-
ture surveys will likely pose a challenge for spectroscopic
follow-up, and thus a challenge to maximize strong lens-
ing for use in constraining cosmology.
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Table 3
Lensing Features
System ID Spectral Redshift Einstein Radius Enclosed Mass
Source Image ID Features θE (
′′) Menc (M)
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B [OII]3727 0.8972± 0.0004 8.6± 1.9 3.5± 3f3× 1013
Notes. Lensing features of confirmed systems. We show the DESDM object ID’s for lenses, the source image IDs, names of spectral
features, photometric redshifts of lenses zl, spectroscopic redshifts of sources zs, an Einstein radius for each source image θE, and the
resulting enclosed masses Menc. The principle spectral features are all emission lines. Redshifts for the lenses are the photometric
redshifts drawn from the DESDM database: the uncertainties have been multiplied by 1.5 times the original estimate, according to the
results of Sa´nchez et al. (2014) for estimating uncertainties in DES photometric redshift measurement codes. Redshifts for the sources are
those measured from spectroscopic follow-up at Gemini South and Magellan.
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Table 4
redMAPPer Group and Cluster Properties
DES System ID Redshift Richness Mass
zRM M500,RM (10
14M)
DES J0221-0646 0.603± 0.025 4.6± 1.2 < .67a
DES J0250-0008 0.841± 0.013 64.6± 6.0 3.72± 0.71
DES J0329-2820 0.671± 0.016 57.7± 3.4 3.58± 0.69
DES J0330-5228 0.435± 0.013 114.5± 11.4 7.19± 1.26
DES J0446-5126 0.730± 0.030 41.9± 5.0 2.84± 0.58
DES J2336-5352 0.521± 0.010 92.7± 5.0 6.84± 1.21
Notes. Properties of redMAPPer clusters of the confirmed strong lenses. The masses are measured with the methods of Saro et al.
(2015).
aThe mass calibration method Saro et al. (2015) does not reach to low enough masses and richness to provide a complete probability
distribution for the mass of this object. We instead cite an upper limit.
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Figure 2. DES J0221-0646. The 1D spectra for A1 and A2 are shown on the left. There are strong emission lines at the same observed
wavelength 4535A˚ in both spectra. Taking into account the absence of other spectral features in the R150 spectra, along with the photometric
redshift of the lens galaxy, we assign the features to be Lyα, which gives redshifts of zspec = 2.7251 ± 0.0008 and 2.7241 ± 0.0008 for A1
and A2, respectively. The orientation of the slits (red boxes) is shown in the upper right DES g-band image. In the color coadd image
in the middle right panel, the two features of interest are labeled “A1” and “A2”, the Einstein radius is marked by a white arc, and the
small scale bar shows the size of the image. In the lower right is an identical color coadd image. All images are oriented north up, east left.
The flat, zero-count portions of the spectra near λ ∼ 4200A˚ and ∼ 5300A˚ show the chip gaps in the detectors: we didn’t take an offset
observation to cover the chip gaps for this system.
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Figure 3. DES J0250-0008. The 1D spectrum for A is shown on the left. There is a strong emission line at an observed wavelength
of 8229A˚. We associate this feature with [OII]3727, which yields a redshift of zspec = 1.2081 ± 0.0004. The orientation of the slits (red
boxes) is shown in the upper right DES r-band image. In the color coadd image in the middle right panel, the two features of interest are
labeled “A” and “B”, the Einstein radius is marked by a white arc, and small scale bar shows the size of the image. In the lower right is
an identical color coadd image. All images are oriented north up, east left.
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Figure 4. DES J0329-2820. The 1D spectra for A and B are shown on the left. There are emission lines at two different observed
wavelengths, 6694A˚ and 8563A˚. Given the lack of observed features at shorter wavelengths, we identify the emission as [OII]3727, from
which we obtain redshifts, zspec = 0.7963± 0.0001 and 1.2976± 0.0003 for A and B, respectively. The orientation of the slits (red boxes)
is shown in the upper right DES g-band image. In the color coadd image in the middle right panel, the two features of interest are labeled
“A” and “B”. The Einstein radii are marked by white and red arcs for slits A and B, respectively. The small scale bar shows the size of the
image. In the lower right is an identical color coadd image. All images are oriented north up, east left. The flat, zero-count portions of the
spectra near λ ∼ 6800A˚ show the chip gaps in the detectors: we didn’t take an offset observation to cover the chip gaps for this system.
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Figure 5. DES J0330-5228. The 1D spectrum for A is shown on the left. There is a strong emission line at an observed wavelength of
9146A˚, which we take to be [OII]3727, from which we obtain a redshift of zspec = 1.4541± 0.0004. The orientation of the slit (red boxes) is
shown in the upper right DES g-band image. In the color coadd image in the middle right panel, the feature of interest is labeled “A”, the
Einstein radius is marked by a white arc, and a small scale bar shows the size of the image. In the lower right is an identical color coadd
image. All images are oriented north up, east left.
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Figure 6. DES J0446-5126. The 1D spectra for B1 and B2 are shown on the left. The spectrum for A is not shown, but has an emission
line consistent with an interpretation as a foreground object. Prominent emission lines in both arcs at the same observed wavelength of
5117A˚. We conclude that this is Lyα emission, from which we obtain redshifts of zspec = 3.2068 ± 0.0010 for B and 3.2086 ± 0.0011 for
C. The object labeled A also has emission lines (not shown), which we interpret as [OII]3727 and [OIII]5007. This gives a redshift of
zspec = 0.1680 ± 0.0009, making object A a foreground object. The orientation of the slits (red boxes) is shown in the upper right DES
g-band image. In the color coadd image in the middle right panel the three features of interest are labeled “A”, “B1” and “B2”, the
Einstein radius is marked by a white arc, and the small scale bar shows the size of the image. In the lower right is an identical color coadd
image. All images are oriented north up, east left.
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Figure 7. DES J2336-5352The 1D spectra for A and B are shown on the left. The prominent emission lines at two different observed
wavelengths of 8023A˚ for A and 7070A˚ for B are due to [OII]3727. These lines yield source spectroscopic redshifts of zspec = 1.1528±0.0006
and 0.8972± 0.0004 A and B, respectively. The orientation of the slits (red boxes) is shown in the upper right DES g-band image. In the
color coadd image in the middle right panel the two features of interest are labeled “A” and “B”. The Einstein radii are marked by white
and red arcs for slits A and B, respectively. The small scale bar shows the size of the image. In the lower right is an identical color coadd
image. All images are oriented north up, east left.
